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Figure 1. First Flight from Guatemala to Balboa.

First Flight from Guatemala to Balboa
by Roger K. Frigstad

In the article, "First Flight and Other Canal Zone Covers" by Gilbert N. Plass (Vol. g,
p. 31, 1973) the date of the first Hight from Guatemala City to Balboa is given as Febru
ary 16, 1924. (CZSG first Hight No.3). This is tbe same date listed in the American Air
Mail Catalogue, the Field. catalog and the ]933 Standard Airpost Catalog. The Balboa
cds is recorded as February 25th, and there is supposed to be a three line cachet, "CORREa
INTERNACJONAL/FEB. 16 GUATEMALA, C. A."

The "Aero-Newsletter" of January, 1926 tells the story of the two De Havilands and the

Presidene s Report
Richard H. Salz

From Your Vice-President
George W. Stilwell

377 Rolling Rock Road
Mountainside, N. J. 07092

There are now 479 members in the
CZSG and each has his own idea about
how and what to collect. Some feel they
must expand into other philatelic fields. It is
mainly to these members who feel that they
must look into areas outside the Canal Zone
that I would like to direct this message. Be
fore searching for something new to collect,
consider some of the following Canal Zone
categories:

1. After you have gone as far as you can
with mint or used singles of the basic
stamps of the Canal Zone, there is the
whole field of errors where you can
qclve as deeply as you wish.

2. There is the postal history during the
building of the canal. Hugh Cassibry
has compiled a list of all the post of
fices with the opening and closing of
some 49 different ones. This list has
bcen sent to all members but if any
one wants another, please send me a
self-addressed, stamped envelope for
same.

3. The Railroad Post Offices have RPO
cancels of TRI to TR7 with the great
est use of this cancel being during the
actual construction of the Panama
Canal.

4. For the Air Mail buH there' are First
Flights to and from the Canal Zone.
Our Editor, Gilbert Plass, has been
listing these in the CZP over the past
year, Most of these can be obtained
through the yearly CZSG mail sale
while others show up in dealers'
stocks.

5. We all should remember 'why' there
is 'a Panama Canal - for ships. This
brings us to Ship Cancels put into use
by the ships' post offices as they
visited or went through the canal.
These I find extremely interesting as
it provides a knowledge of the many

(Continued on page 15)

Martin bomber flying from France Field,
Canal Zone on February 4, 1924 on a
demonstration trip. At Guatemala City, the
U. S. Minister asked them to carry mail on
their return, ..Themail passed regularly
through the postoffices in Guatemala City,
receiving a special cancellation, and was
placed in a sealed pouch addressed to the
postal authorities in Panama to whom it
was delivered on arrival. Only 28 letters
were carried, owing to the fact that a traiu

MAIL SALE NO.4

Remember to send your auction ma
terial by July 31, 1975, by registered
mail, to R. H. Salz, 60-27th Avenue,
San Francisco, CA 94121.

MEETING NOTICE
CZSG convenes at APS Annual Con
vention, Columbus Philatelic Club,
host, on Sunday, September 14, at
3:00 P.M., Neil House Motor Hotel,
Columbus, Ohio. Details from William
Matthews, P a Box 15306, Columbus,
Ohio 43215.
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carrying more mail for the Hight was d,,
layed and did nJt arrive in time."

The article also states the covers were
postmarked with a black circular date stamp
read'ng "CORREO INTERNACIONAL/
FEB. 18, 1924,/GUATEMALA, A, C." and
backstamped on arrival, "BALBOA
HEIGHTS, C: Z./FEB 29, 2:30 P. M./
REC'D."

Which date is correct? The catalogs and
th~ir February 16/25th ... or the "Aero
Newsletter's" February 18/29th?

In assembling "The Pioneer Flights and
First Flights" for "Guatemala II," the just
published second volume about Guatemala's'
stamps and postal history (Robson Lowe,
Ltd. $50), I contacted Alex Cohen who was
with the American Legation at the time and
in the office of the Military attache. He was
an active philatelist then and still is, being
the dynamo behind The Society of Costa
Rica collectors. After seeing a first Hight
cover he wrote on April ]4, 1972, "Yes, I
did recognize my trusty old Royal and also
R. G. Lewis, the addressee of the cover,
who was an old friend of mine. But my
memory is a complete blank on the history
of that Hight. After all, that was almost
50 years ago!!"

(Continued on page 15)
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Auctions

A considerable number of rarer Canal
Zene stamps were sold at auction during
the winter quarter. The largest aution of
rare Canal Zone varieties was held by Wolf
fers. Mozian also had a considerable num
ber of Canal Zone stamps for sale.

In the following list arranged by Scott
catalogue number, the price realized follows
the catalogue number and then the catalogue
price in parenthesis as listed in the auction
catalogue. All items are unused and without
serious defects unless mentioned othenvise.
All prices have been rounded to the nearest
dollar.

Scott No.1, strip of three on cover, $550
($650) Wolffers; No. 1d in block of 4, $725
Wolffers; 2, $75 ($75) WoIffers; 2, block of
4 used, $320 ($375) H. R. Harmer; 2,
colon before right PANAMA in block of 4,
$300 Wolffers; 2 on cover, $115 to $210
'''oIffers; 2 + 3 on cover, $600 Wolffers;
3 on cover, $170 to $180 WoIffers; 4 on
cover, $34 ($30) Mozian; 4-8 on cover,
$125 Wolffers.

No. lOa, $90 ($45) Wolffers; 13c, small
oil spot, $210 ($225) WoIffers; 20, block of
4, $23 ($23) Mozian; 21, block of 4, $16
($19) Mozian; 22a, block of 4, $350 Wolf
fers; 22g, interleaving adhers, $625 ($500)
Wolffers; 36a, slight crease, $65 ($60)
Woiffers; 37, $13 ($9) Mozian; 39d, block
of 4, $100 ($120) Mozian; 42-45, block of
4. $100 ($120) Mozian.

Detailed List of Canal Zone S_~~ps
By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 4 of last issue)

A revised version of this detailed check list will appear at the end of our Canal Zone
handbook. We want it to include all known Canal Zone varieties. Broken letters are men
tioned proved that evidence can be found that they are constant; they are not given sepa
rate numbers in the check list. Please send your Editor information on any variety not in
cluded. You will want your stamps included.

Five Cents, No. 12
Map of Panama, blue. Issued: December 12, 1905. Total issued: 400,000.

This is the most complicated of tile overprinted stamps as eleven different combinations
of Canal Zone and Panama printings exist. The Panama printings are distingushed as
follows:
3P: Third printing of the fourth issue. Narrow carmine bar 3 - 3% mm above the words
PANAMA. Plates 2A and 2B.
4P: Fourth printing of the fourth issue. Wide carmine vermilon bar usually 3~~ rom above
the words PANAMA (but 21h and 1% mm above on some rows-see varieties 14 and 15).
Plate 3A.
5P: Fifth printing of the fourth issue. Wide dull vermilion bar usually 3% mm above
the words PANAMA (but 2% and 11h mm above on some rows-see varieties 14 and 15).
The Panama overprint is a clear and lightly inked impression. Plate 3B.
6P: Sixth printing of the fourth issue. Wide carmine rose bar usually 31'2 rom above the
words PANAMA (but 2% and 1% mm above on some rows-see varieties 14 and 15). The
Panama overprint is blurred and heavily inked. Plate 3A.
7P: Seventh printing of the fourth issue. "Vide dark carmine bar usually 211, rom above
the words PANAMA. The Panama overprint is blurred and heavily inked. Plate 4B. How
ever a special printing of the Panama overprint was used for some of the sheets that re
ceived tile third and fourth settings of the Canal Zone overprint. These sheets do not have
the typical PAMANA error of the seventh printing and the color, a brilliant dark carmine,
is about half way between the bright and dark shade of the seventh printing. Plate 4A.
8P: Eighth printing of the fourth issue. Wide carmine vermilion bar usually 2;2 rom
above the words PANAMA. The overprint is heavily inked on some sheets. Plate.4C.

The following combinations of the Panama overprints (3P, 4P, SP, 6P, 7P, 8P) and the
Canal Zone overprints (Stages I, II, III, IV, V. VI) are known:

Printing D:lle of issue Quantity
I,3P DeccmiJer 12, 1904 30,000
II,3P After May 4, 1905 10,000
II,4P June 23, 1905 20,000
1I,5P A:.igtlst21, 1905 20,000
1I,6P September 23, 1905 25,000
III,4P November 13, 1905 "
III,7P November 13, 1905 20,000"
IV,7P January 27, 1906 29,200
V,7P March 6, 190G 145,800
VI,7P August 17, 1906 35,00000
VI,8P August 17, 1906 65,00000

" Only a few sheets of III,4P were printed. A total of 20,000 were printed for III,4P and
III,7P.

00 A total of 100,000 were printeu of VI,7P and VI,8P. The individual totals shown are
estinlates.

It is not always possible to assign a single stanlp to a particular printing. The mimy
varieties and broken letters of both the Canal Zone and Pananla overprints can be used to
assign the printing and plate position of many stamps. It is usually possible to assign the
printing and plate position of any block of four.

a. CANAL in antique type. IV,7P; V,7P; VI,7P; VI,8P: Pas. 26. (2750)
b. ZONE in antique type. III,4P; III, 7P; IV,7P; V,7P; VI,7P; VI,8P: Pas. 48.(2950)
c. CANAL ZONE double. I,3P; V,7P. (200)
d. PANAMA double. II,5P; II,6P; IV,7P; V,7P. (about 120, but only a fraction of

these are known to exist).
e. PANAMA inverted, bar at bottom. I,3P; II,SP. (also reported from II,4P; II,6P;

VI,8P, but not confirmed). (About 10 copies known)
f. Antique Z in ZONE. V,7P; VI,7P; VI,8P: Pos. 32 on stage V; Pos. 32 and 45 on

stage VI. (3458) .
g. Antique L in CANAL. V,7P: Pas. 42. (1458)
h. Antique N in CANAL. V,7P; VI,7P; VI.8P: Pos. 65. (2458)
i. Antique L in CANAL and antique Z in ZONE. VI,7P; VI,8P: Pas. 42. (1000)
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Varieties:
1. Spaced AL in CANAL. 1,3P: Pas. 41. (300)
2. PAMANA at left. V,7P; VI,7P; VI,8P: Pas. 54 and 59. (About 4900)
3. PAMANA at right; both PANAMA Ph mm below bar. II,5P: Pas. 95 and 100.

(400)
4. Left PANAMA 16 mm long. II,4P; II,5P; II,6P; III,4P: Pas. 25 and 30.

(1300+)
5. Inverted M in right PANAMA. II,4P; II,5P; II,6P; IIIAP: Pas. 24 and 29.

(1300+)
6. Right PANAMA 5 mm below bar. I,3P: Pas. 15 and 20. (600)
7. PANAM at right. I,3P: Pas. 92,97, and 99, but not on all sheets.
8. PANAAM at right. I,3P; II,3P: Pas. 41 and 46, but only on a few sheets; occurs

with variety I on Pas. 4]. (About 15 copies known)
9. PAN MA at right (second A missing or poorly printed) and MA shifted over.

III,7P; IV,7P: Pas. 95 and 100.
10. ANAMA at left. I,3P: Pas. 9], 93-96, 98-100, but not on all sheets.
B. Tall, thin M without serifs in left PANAMA. I,3P; II,3P: Pas. 41 and 46, but

not on the few sheets with variety 8. (Occurs with variety 1 in Pas. 41). (800)
12. Final A of right PANAMA raised; right PANAMA 5 mm below bar. I,3P; II,3P:

Pas. 15 and 20, but only on a few sheets. Occurs only on sheets with variety 8.
13. Final A of right PANAMA dropped; right PANAMA 5 mm below bar. I,3P;

Il,3P: Pas. 15 and 20, but only on a few sheets. Occurs only on sheets with
variety 8.

14. Both PANAMA 1¥.l mm below bar (instead of normal 3¥.l mm). Il,4P; II,5P;
JI,6P; III,4P: Pas. 91-100. (6500+)

15. Both PANAMA 2¥.l mm below bar (instead of normal 3¥.l mm). II,4P; II,5P;
H,6P; III,4P: Pas. 11-20; 41-50; 61-70. (19,500+)

16. Both PANAMA 4 mm below bar (instead of normal 2¥.l mm). VI,8P: Pas. B-20.
(6500)

17. N of right PANAMA with double diagonal stroke. V,7P; VI,7P; VI,8P: Pas. 53
and 58. (About 4900)

18. One PANAMA, due to horizontally shifted overprint.
19. Two PANAMAs reading down and up, due to horizontally shifted overprint.
20. Three PANAMAs,due to one overprint shifted horizontally.
21. Bar at bottom only, due to vertically shifted overprint.

All of the usual broken and filled in letters of the CANAL ZONE ovcrpriHt for a11gf the
six stages are found on this stamp. See listing in Table 2 and in Vol 7, p. 17 and 24 (1971).

Ten Cents, No. 13
Map of Panama, yellow. Issued: December 12, 1904. Total issued: 64,900

The Panama printings are distinguished as follows:
3P: Third printing of the fourth issue. Narrow carmine bar 3 - 3],~ mm above the words
PANAMA. Plate 2B.

4P: Fourth printing of the fourth issue. Narrow rose brown bar 3 - 3¥.l mm above the
words PANAMA. Plate 2C.

5P: Fifth printing of the fourth issue. Wide orange or orange-red bar usually 3* mm
above the words PANAMA. Poorly inked, dry appearance, Plate 3C.
6P: Sixth printing of the fourth issue. Wide vermillion bar usually 3¥.l mm above the
words PANAMA. Heavy glossy impression. Plate 3D.
7P: Seventh (special) printing of the fourth issue. Wide dull dark carmine bar 2¥.l mm
above the words PANAMA. Plate 4A.

The following combinations of the Panama overprints (3P, 4P, 5P, 6P, 7P) and the Canal
Zone overprints (Stages I, II, III, IV, V) are known:
Printing Date of issue Quantity
I,3P December 12, 1904 19,9000000
1l,4P After September 23, 1905 5,0000
III,5P After November 13, 1905 10,000 est.oo
I1I,6P After November 13, 1905 10,000 est.00
IV,7P June, 1906 10,000 est.ooo
V,7P June, 1906 10,000 est.ooo
o A few sheets of the third Panama printing may have received the Canal Zone Stage II

overprint and may be included in this total.
•••• The total of these two printings is 20,000. The division between the two printings is

only an estimate.
000 The total of these two printings is 20,000. The division between the two printings is

only an estimate.
OooONotincluded in this total are 100 copies that were misprinted and destroyed.

a.' ~ANAL in antique type. IV,7P; V,7P: Pos. 26. (200)
b. ZONE in antique type. III,5P; III,6P; IV,7P; V,7P: Pos. ·18 (400)

(Continued 011 page 12)
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No. 46, $55 ($40) Mozian; 46a, $90
($100) Wolffers; 46b, $90 ($75) Wolffers;
47 used, $38 ($45) Mozian; 48 used, $70
($85) Mozian, 53, $32 ($20) Mozian; 53b
in strip of 5, $220 Wolffers; 53c, booklet
with 2 panes, $525 ($200) Mozian; 63a,
$30 ($25) Wolffers; No. 67 used, $63 ($75)
Siegel; 67a + 67b in pair, $800 ($775)
Wolffers; 71d, $85 ($75) Wolffers; 84b,
$85 ($75) WoHTers.

No. C2, $32 ($35) Wolffers; C3, plate
block of 6, $28 ($20) Mozian; C25a, gum
creases as usuai, $210 ($300) Wolffers;
COI-7 used, $14 ($14) Kenedi; J17, plate
block of 6, disturbed gum, $80 ($80) Mo
zian; J18-20, $38 ($31) Mozian; 01-7 used,
$15 ($18) Mozian; 08 used, $220 ($250)
Wolffers.

No. VI, $10 ($10) Mozian; U2, $17
($17) Mozian; U6. $8 ($7) Kenedi; U12,
$42 ($50) Kenedi.

The highest price ever obtained for a
Graf Zeppelin cover mailed in the Canal
Z~ne was obtained by Harmer Rooke. The
cover was mailed on May 15, 1930 at Cristo
bal and sent by air mail to Havana where it
was again postmarked and sent by air mail
to Lakehurst. The COverthen went by the
Graf Zeppelin to Seville, Spain (June 4)
and Friedlichshafen, Germany (June 6),
The selling price was $1000.

Ideal Gum

Richard Salz reports a pane of No, C8
with full gum on the back plus full gum un
the front of the bottom five rows. This has
a number of advantages: the gum and the
stamp design can be exhibited at the same
t:me; one can have the convenience of hing
ing the stamp and still having the gum on
the front never hinged; one can examine
the gum at the same time as looking at the
design.

Panama Prestamp
Postal Markings

The prestamp postal markings of Central
America are discussed in the "Central Amer
ican Philatelist." The current issue features
the markings of Panama. This listing is in
preparation for a catalog of these markings.
.'\. free copy may be obtained of the eurrent
issue by sending a SASE to Sra, Dorotea
Margarita J., P. O. Box 131, Glenview, Illi
nois 60025.

"F" Numbers on Panama Stamps
Many of the Panama stamps printed by

the American Bank Note Company have a
number in the sheet margin with the letter
"F" before the number. Richard Salz wrote
to Mr. L. O. McGehee, Vice President of
the American Bank Note Company about
these numbers which some collectors have
called plate numbers. Mr. McGehee states
that they are merely internal order numbers
and that the "F" stands fur "foreign." If
two different numbers are found on the



Quantity
19,400"
5,000
2,500
1,000

same denomination, this means that two
different orders were placed for printings of
that stamp.

In fact the' same "F" number has been
found on different denominations indicating
that they were ordered at the same time.
For example, both the 1¢ and 5¢ Type V
overprints are known with "F 6566" in the
margin. Both the 1¢ and 2¢ Centenary issue
of 1920 are known with "F 6785" in the
margin. Similarly Scott No. J4 and J5 are
kno,vn with "F 4484" in the margin.

This establishes conclusively that these
should not be called plate numbers. They
are nevertheless interesting to collect when
their tme purpose is understood. Examples
of these numbers are remarkably hard ~o
find and seem to be virtually unknown on
the higher denominations.

Star Plate Blocks

We have asked in the past several issues
to have reports from any member that has
a plate block of six with a large five point
star for Scott Nos. 73, 90 or 92. Richard
Witter reports that he has a block of four
of the 15<:',No. 90 with plate number 17433
and the star. This establishes that this va
riety at least exists, although we can find
no evidence that a plate block of six exists
as listed in the Scott catalogue. No member
has reported any copies of Nos.73 and 92
with a star. Even a single copy with the
star wuuld be of interest, if any member
has one.

ELECTIONS

Election of officers and directors will
take place this winter and in accordance
with the CZSG bylaws the nominating
committee is hereby appointed:

George R. Campbell, Chairman
15 Mary Lane
Waldick, N.J. 07463
Josephine K. Gabriel
Allen G. Latawiec

This is your biennial chance to make
changes in the various offices: President,
Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and 3
Directors. If you would like to take a turn
at helping mn your organziation please con
tact George Campbell.

-R. H. Salz

WANTED TO BUY
Plate number blocks: Nos. 125: 129-135:

Cl: C19: C20; C30.
Complete booklets: Nos. 84d; 97b; 102a.
First day covers: Nos. 134: 135: C20 on

Ioor cachet: UCS: UXI3.
Any cover with cachet showing map of the
Isthmus, words "PANAMA CANAL" at top,
"1914" and "1939" at sides and "THE
VITAL LINK BETWEEN TIlE OCEANS,
SILVER ANNIVERSARY".

M. Douglas Parks
303 East Ninth

Ogallala, Nebr. 69153

CheckList-
(Continued from page 11)

c. PANAMA double. III,5P; III,6P. (80)
(On one sheet the second, third, fourth, and fifth vertical rows received the double
overprint (Ill,5P). On another sheet the seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth vertical
rows received the double overprint (llI,6P). The following varieties may be found
with the double Panama overprint: b, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8.)

d. PANAMA overprint in rose brown. 1l,4P. (about 5000)
e. PANAMA overprint in orange red. 111,5P. (10,000 est.)
f. Antique Z in ZONE. V,7P: Pas. 32. (100)
g. Antique L in CANAL. V,7P: Pos. 42. (100)
h. Antique N in CANAL. V,7P: Pos. 65. (100)

Varieties:
1. Spaced AL in CANAL. I,3P: Pos. 41. (200)
2. Left PANAMA 16 rom long. III,5P; III,6P: Pas. 25 and 30. (400)
3. PAMANA at right. Both PANAMA 1~ rom below bar. III,5P: Pos. 95 and 100.

(200)
4. Inverted M in right PANAMA; Ill,5P; Ill,6P: Pos. 24 and 29. (400)
5. Right PANAMA 5 mm below bar. I,3P; II,3P: Pos. 15 and 20. (398)
6. Left PANAMA touches bar. Right PANAMA llh rom below bar. III,5P; III,6P:

Pos. 91 and 96. (400)
7. Tall, thin M without serifs in left PANAMA. I,3P: Pos: 41 and 46. (occurs with

variety 1 in Pas. 41). (400)
8. Both PANAMA llh rom below bar (instead of normal 3lh rom). III,5P; III,6P:

Pos. 92-95, 97-100. (1600)
9. Both PANAMA 2% rom below bar (instead of normal 3+2 mm), III,5P; III,6P:

Pas. 11-20,41-50,61-70. (6000)
10. PANAMA overprint shifted up; bar at bottom, slanted.
11. One PANAMA, due to horizontally shifted overprint.
12. Two PANAMAsreading down and up, due to horizontally shifted overprint.
13. Three PANAMAs, due to one overprint shifted horizontally.

All of the usual broken and filled in letters of the CANAL ZONE overprint for Stages
1, II, III, IV, V are found on this stamp. See listing in Table 2 and in Vol. 7, p. 17 and 24
(1971).

Eight Cents on Fifty Centavos, No. 14
Map of Panama, bistre brown. Issued: December 12, 1904. Total issued: 27,900.

Two special printings of the PANAMA overprint were made for this stamp as follows:
1SP: First special printing of the fourth issue. Narrow carmine bar 3 - 3* rom above the
words PANAMA. Plate 2B.
2SP: Second special printing of the fourth issue. Narrow rose brown bar 3 - 3lh mm
above the words PANAMA. Plate 2C.

The following combinations of the Panama overprints (lSP, 2SP) and the Canal Zone
overprints (Settings I, II, III, V) are known:
Printing Date of issue
I,lSP December 12, 1904
JI,2SP Mter September 23, 1905
IIl,lSP After November 13, 1905
V,2SP March, 1906
"Not included in this total are 200 copies that were misprinted and destroyed.

The 8 cts was surcharged from a plate of 25 subjects (5 by 5). Almost every subject is
different"in minor details. It is customary to distinguish three different types of the figure 8:
Type a: The top hole in the 8 is smaller than the bottom. If the figure 8 is bisected ver

tically, the sides are not symmetriCal.
Type b: Slightly larger and symmetrical 8, a fat figure, wasp-waisted with a very narrow

bar between upper and lower holes.
Type c: Similar to type a, but with thinner lines, especially in upper right. The holes in

the 8 are larger than in type a.
On the surcharge plate type a was in Pas. 1-19, type b was in Pas. 20-24, and type e was

in Pas. 25. The sheet of 100 stamps had to be printed four times from this plate. Type b
surcharge is in Pas. 35, 40,41, 42, 43, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 85,90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98,
99; type c is in Pos. 45, 50, 95, 100; type a is in the remaining pusitions. Thus 76%of the
stamps are type a, 20%are type b, and 4%are type c.

It is possible to plate almost any individual stamp of this issue by the varieties of the two
overprints (pANAMA and CANAL ZONE) in combination with those of the surcharge
8 cts.

a. ZONE in antique type. III,ISP: Pos. 48. (25)
b. CANAL ZONE inverted. I,lSP (occurs with varieties 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7) (200)
c. PANAMA overprint in rose brown. (6000)

(Continued in next issue)
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Third Series of 1904-1906

By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 8)

There is an unexplained aspect of these
3rrors. Suppose that the overprint for the
right half pane were printed one stamp too
far to the left with the result that the fifth
vertical row received a double overprint.
This would leave the tenth vertical row
without an overprint. Yet no copies have
ever been reported of a CANAL ZONE
overprint without any PANAMA overprint!
The only other possibility is that the printer
may have placed the sheet in the press for
a third time and just overprinted PANAMA
on the tenth vertical row. However, an
additional PANAMA overprint would neces
sarily appear on the right sheet margins in
this case. Again no such copies have ever
been reported. Also any horizontal pair from
the ninth and tenth vertical rows (as Pos.
19 and 20, for example) would show the
second PANAMA overprint on one stamp
(Pos. 19) and the third PANAMA overprint
on the other (Pos. 20) and these two over
prints would almost certainly not be aligned.
Again no such pairs have ever been report
ed, although members might be on the
look-out for them. Thus there seems to be
no evidence whatsoever to indicate how the
problem of the unoverprinted row on these
sheets was treated by the printer. Can we
still find the evidence for this at this late
.date?

The error PANAMA inverted, No. 12e, is
shown in Figure 17. This copy has the first

Figure 17. No. 12e. PANAMA inverted.

stage CANAL ZONE overprint and is from
Pos. 55. The PANAMA is 2% mm from the
bar as it should be for this position (Pos. 46
in normal PANAMA overprint). Early writers
report this error from five different print
ings of this stamp. If this is correct, most of
these examples have been lost to collectors.
Obviously few of these errors were noticed
at the time and saved. We have only been
able to record six copies of this error (all of
which are used), although we feel that there
must be some additional copies known.

The variety right PANAMA 5 mm below
bar, CZSG No. 12.6, occurs in Pos. 15 and
20 of one printing (see our check list for
details) and is shown in Figure 18. The
variety is on the upper right stamp which
is Pos. 15.

Figure 18. CZSG No. 12.6.

Figure 19. CZSG No. 12.3.

Another error is PAMANA at right, CZSG
No. 12.3, which is shown in Figure 19. Both
PANAMA overprints are n~mm below the
bar in this position (the illustrated stamp is
Pos. 100; the error also occurs on Pos. 95).
Although 400 copies were printed of this
crror. very few copies w~re saved for col
lectors and it is very scarce. Most known
copies are used.

The most striking variation in the dis
tance of PANAMA from the bar occurs in
the last horizontal row of some printings
(see check list) with a spacing of only 1%
mm (CZSG No. 12.14) instead of the normal
3:Y~ mm. This is shown in Figure 20 on the
two bottom stamps of the block.

Figure 20. CZSG No. 12.14.

For some reason the final A of the right
PANAMA did not stay in place on Pos. 15
and 20. Copies are known with this final A
raised far above the line, CZSG No. 12.12;
this is shown in Figure 21. This is also re-
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Figure 21. CZSG No. 12.12. Raised A

ported to occur with the final A dropped,
but we can not find a record of an actual
example of this variety. Please advise your
Editor if you have such a stamp. The
stamp with the final A raised is very scarce.

An intriging error is PANAAM at the
right, CZSG No. 12.8, as shown in Figure
22. This error occurs in Pos. 41 and 46. The

Figure 22. CZSG Nos. 12.1 and 12.8.

stamp in the figure is from Pas. 41 which
alw,has the spacEd_AL in CANAL, CZSG
No. 12.1. This is an interesting combination
of two varieties. This error occurred on only
part of one printing of the PANAMA over
print. Again obviously many of the copies
were commercially used and lost to collec
tors. We have been able to find records of
less than 15 copies of the PANAAM error.

There are also the varieties with missing
letters in PANAMA including the P, the
second A, and the last A missing. These are
probably due to the letter working too low
in the form to print properly, instead of
being actually missing. On some examples
traces of the lctter remain, but on others
there is no trace of the missing letter. An
example of the second A missing, CZSG No.
12.9, is shown in Figure 23. This example
is from Pos. 100. It is interesting that the
MA at the end of PANAMAhas been shifted
down from its normal position.

Figure 23. CZSG No 12.9. Missing A.

One of the most spectacular of the broken
letter varieties is shown in Figure 24. It
occurs .on the sixth stage of the CANAL
ZONE overprint in Pos. 42. The letters !'oJ

(continued on vage 16)



Inverted Legend in Cancel
The words "Balboa, Canal Zone" were

inverted in the cancel used on January 9,
1975. This was not discovered until later
and only a few commercial covers have been
saved. This was reported by Robert Stevens.

CANAL ZONE STUDY GROUP

Treasurer's Report For Calendar Year 1914

Cash in Bank, January 1, 1974
Add: Receipts

Dues Collected
Profit on Mail Sale (See Note 1 below)
Interest on Savings Accounts
Sales of Publications
Advertising in "The Canal Zone Philatelist"

Total Receipts

Total
Less: Disbursements

Printing of "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Postage and Telephone - Secretary and Other Officers
Envelopes and Postage for "The Canal Zone Philatelist"
Editor's Expenses
Office Supplies and Equipment
Membership and Publicity
Reprinting of Publications (for resale)

Total Disbursements

Cash in Bank, December 31, 1974

The foregoing balance consisted of the following:
Cash in Savings Accounts

Reserved for Publication Fund, per action of the
Executive Committee and the Board of Directors

Unrestricted Amount

Total
Cash in Checking Account

Total, as above

Notes:
1 The following is a summary of the net profit from Mail Sale #3:

Lots Sold
Less: Payments to Sellers

CZSG Commission at 13%
Printing of Catalogs and Prices Realized
Postage for Mailing Catalogs
Postage for Mailing Lots
Stationery, Supplies, and Rental of Safe Deposit Box

$7000.00
624.17

7,624.17
606.08

$ 261.03
254.24
154.85

44.85

$8,230.25

$13,705.00
11,923.35

1,781.65

714.97

Net Profit $ 1,066.68
2 As of December 31, 1974, all bills for 1974 were paid.

WILLIAM R. KUTTNER
Treasurer
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Figure 1. Burning Canal Zone airmail stamps in 1966.

President's Report-
(Continued from page 9)

u.s. and foreign ships that first used
the canal as well as those presently
dOing so.

B. The collecting of picture postcards is
growing rapidly. These cards show
scenes of the building of the canal,
(the problems and hazards that had
to be overcome give one an idea of
the magnitude of this accomplish
ment) as well as depicting various
local scenes showing the living con
ditions and appearance of many towns
in Panama. In this area, of course, the
used ones are more interesting since
they will show the older (some now
non-existent) and, therefore, scarce
town cancels.

7. For thosc interested in History, there
are always the books written about
the building of the Railroad during
the Gold Rush days of the 19th cen
tury and then the construction of the
canal itself. There are many different
books, most of which were printed
before 1930 and not too many were
saved. As a result they are fairly scarce
today.

8. Getting back to the basic Canal Zone
stamp collecting, one can go into
blocks, plate blocks, precancels, per
fins, stationery, covers, slogan cancels,
pacquet boat cancels, Pitney Bowes
~metermail, and pemlit 11l1lil.

I hope that the above mentioned topics
will help members and other collectors dis
cover a new interest among the many pos
sibilities and diversllcations that exist in
Canal Zone philately.

First Flight-
(Continued from page 9)

Mr. Cohen later prepared most of the
pioneer flight covers of Guatemala in the
1924-28 period, and it seems quite possible
that he helped with the 1924 flight, for the
mail left his office and was addressed by his
typewriter.

The «missed train" does not ring true. No
advance notice of the flight is known; and
as written, the Minister's request for mail to
be carried sounds like an afterthought; from
where would additional covers arrive? There
was only a small philatelic community in
Guatemala at the time, and no train is re
quired to reach Aurora Field from down
town Guatemala City .... Indeed, there
is none.

Members of the International Society of
Guatemala Collectors have recorded three
covers as described in the «Aero News
Letter" and as shown in Figure 1 this
cover has the February IS/29th dates. No
covers with a February 16th date have been
discovered. We rather suspect that the
February 18th covers are THE covers. Can
any members of the Canal Zone Study
Group confirm these dates or offer other
evidence?

Burning of Unused Stamps
Captain Julius Grigore, Jr. sends us this

photograph of the burning of over one
million unused Canal Zone stamps on April
22, 1966. The stamps included the re
mainders of the air mail issue of HJ51 lip
to the 1964 fiftieth anniversary issue vf
1964. The stamps which ·are about to be
burned in the photograph are in the mail
sacks with Capt. Grigore on the right. The
other persons in the photograph have not
been identified.

Las CascadasRep.;istrvc Mm:king_. c.
by Michael Demski

One of the more unusual registry mark
ings was used at the Las Cascadas post
office. This marking consists of two rec
tangles (see Figure 8 in Vol 5, p. 5, 1969).
The outer rectangle measures 45 rom long
by 25 mm wide, while the inside rectangle
measures 42 mm long by 22 mm wide.
Within the rectangles are a three line leg
end: REGISTERED on the first line, month,
day, and year on the second line, and LAS
CASCADAS, C.Z. on the third line.

Dates of use range from 1907 to 1909.
The marking has been found on the 2¢, 8¢,
and 1O¢ of the fifth series (Scott Nos. 23,
25, and 26) and on the 2¢ and 1O¢ of the
sixth series (Nos. 27 and 30).

The boxed registry marking was thought
to be exclusively used at Las Cascadas.
Recently a pair of ilie 2¢ fifili series has
been found with a similar boxed marking
from Culebra. The strike is poor and the top
line cannot be positively identified as reg
istered.

Any member having examples of similar
boxed registry markings on or all cover,
from any town other than Las Cascadas
should contact ilie postal markings com
mittee.

Color Shift
Several panes of the current 13¢ airmail

booklet pane have been found with a rather
spectacular color shift. The black printing
is shifted down by 3 mm and also to the
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right by 3 111mfrom its normal position with
respect to the green. This results in the
words "AIR MAIL POSTAGE" being at the
top of the stamp. Since there are 100 panes
to a sheet prior to cutting (5 across and 20
down), at least 100 of these varieties must
have been printed. It is not known how
many have been sold and saved for collec
tors.

New Air Mail Envelope

All copies of the 11(~+ 2<1'air mail enve
lope, Scott No. UClS, were exhausted in
April 1975. The original printing was for
2.0.5,000 short- envel~pe; and 82,000 long
envelopes and presumably all-{)f these have
been sold. Air mail envelopes now outsell
regular envelopes in the Canal Zone by a
considerable margin. Air mail postage must
be paid for air mail service to the United
States. For some reason this is quite differ
ent than the situation with Hawaii where
all first class mail to the continental United
States is sent by air even if it does not have
the proper postage for air service.

A new provisional air mail envelope is
being printed by surcharging the 8¢ + 2¢
air mail envelope, Scott No. UC9, with a 3f(

die. B:1thshort and long envelopes are being
printed. These envelopes were issued on
May 3, 1975. The new envelopes may be
ordered from the Philatelic Agency, Balboa,
Canal Zone. The previous issue of 11¢ + 2¢
envelopes is sold out. This information sup
plied by Col. R. A. Stephens.

WANTED

DOING RESEARCH ON CANCEL
LATIONS AND POSTAL PERMITS.
FULL COVERS WANTED. SEND
DESCRIPTION AND COST. HAVE
MANY FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.

Major Wayne L. Worthington
115 Mizner

Ft. Huachuca, AZ 85613



Third Series-
(Continued from page 13)

Figure 24. CZSG No. 12i. Antique L and Z.

of CANAL and 0 of ZONE are badly
broken. In addition both the Land Z are
in antique type (CZSG No. 12i). Further
more the top of the antique L is broken in
this setting!

Next we consider some of the varieties on

the 10~' stamp. The PANAMA double (there
must be four PANAMA overprints on the

Figure 25. No. 13c. PANAMA double

stamp, not three) variety, No. 13c, is shown
in Figure 25. This pair is from Pos. 11 and
12. It is from a sheet which had the second,
third, fourth and fifth vertical rows with the
double overprint. A second sheet had the
seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth vertical
rows with the double overprint. We have
been able to record 33 copies of this error
out of a possible maximum number of 80
that were printed. This double overprint has
been forged and examples with the two
overprints very close together should be ex
amined carefully.

The varieties antique Z in ZONE, Pos.
32 (GZSG No. 13f) and antique L in CA
NAL, Pos. 42 (CZSG No. 13g) are shown in
Figure 26. These varieties are from the fifth
stage of the Canal Zone overprint. It is in
teresting to compare Pos. 42 from the fifth
stage (Figure 26) with the same position
from the sixth stage (Figure 23). The N of
CANAL and the 0 of ZONE received ser
ious damage between these stages. The
antique L received minor damage at the
top. The perfectly good letter Z of ZONE

CENTRAL AMERICA
A nice page in your INTERPHll Canal
Zone exhibit could feature our find of
Canal Zone No. 1 in block of 12 as
mentioned in the last CZP. Details on
request. More modest Canal Zone items
are featured in every issue of our "Cen
tral American Philatelist".

Agents for Robson Lowe International.

Figure 26. CZSG Nos. 13f and 13g.

Figure 27. CZSG No. 13.1 and 13.7.

of the fifth sLlge was replaced for some Ull
known reason by an antique Z for the SiXtil
stage.

Second Time Around

The faHG\ving lettci contains a particularly
g:lOd piece of advice regarding the buying
of stamps on the premise that "it should
prove to be a good investment." A few
sentences have been shortened or left out
completely ( .... ) because of more recent
infomlation making them obsolete. Additions
to the letter by this writer are in ( ).

H. F. COLMAN
Established 1893

STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS

Second National Bank Building
509 Seventh Street, N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

November 19, 1925
Mr. George C. McNabb
229 W. Seymour St.,
Gtn. Philadelphia, Pa .
My dear Mr. McNabb:-

I am enclosing a pane of the l¢ (Sc. 71)
Canal Zone stamps, and you will observe
that the 30th stamp has the "ZONE" in
verted (Sc. 71 b) . This is from the first
printing of the stamps that were placed on
sale July 1, 1924, as you can tell from the
plate number (15437). Practically, all were
I1sed before this error was discovered. As

far as known, there were eighty-six panes,
five blocks, five singles, and a strip of four,
( a total of 97). Everything has been
combed down there, and so far this is all
that have turned up.

I obtained sixty-six panes, the blocks and
strip referred to. Twenty panes belonged to
an army officer there who wiII not sell them,
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There are two vanetles on the stamp in
Pos. 41 of the first stage of the Canal Zone
overprint. There is the wide spacing be
tween the A and L of CANAL (CZSG No.
13.1) and there is a tall thin M without
serifs in the left PANAMA (CZSG No. 13.7).
These varieties are shown in Figure 27.

Figure 28. CZSG No. 13.3.

The variety PAMANA at right occurs in
Pos. 95 and 100. The words PANAMA are
only 1¥.l mm below the bar in these
positions instead of the normal 3¥.l mm. An
example from Pas. 95 is shown in Figure
28. This variety only occurs with the third
setting of the Canal Zone overprint.

(Continued in next issue)

as he wants them for exchange purposes.
My price for the pane is $50.00, which I
consider reasonable, and it should prove to
be a good investment. (The following auc
tion realizations speak for themselves: Feb
ruary 1969, Conger sale realized $36.00 for
a single copy; the Coveleski sale in March of
1969 realized $60.00 for the error in a com
plete sheet of 100; in May, 1971 the Greene
sale brought $45.00 for a single copy and in
the 1973 Brooks sale the error in a block

of 9 achieved the sum of $58.00). A pecu
liar thing about it is, this error was cor
rected, because I have the same pane with
the same plate number, and the 30th stamp
is normal, so it would be an impossibility of
anyone to state definitely, how many of them
were made in this way, but it is positive
they were of the first lot sent .....

. . . . . . . . . . . I do not think there is

a chance in a million of these ever being
counterfeited. (Apparently no counterfeits
have been discovered so far. This conclusion
is certainly a far better one than that re
ferring to "a good investment.")

If you desire the same pane with the same
plate number, found in the same packet,
normal, without error, I can supply it to
you fot $3.00 per sheet. It is interesting to
have in this way, as no one in the world
can tell how many were printed. (According
to the CZP Checklist and Scott there were
200 copies of this error.)

Very truly yours,
/s/ H. F. Colman

HFC:EL
-R. H. Salz


